Fast spin-echo MR imaging of the female pelvis. Part I. Use of a whole-volume coil.
In this prospective study, axial and sagittal magnetic resonance (MR) images were obtained with T2-weighted conventional spin-echo (CSE) and fast spin-echo (FSE) sequences in 34 consecutive female patients who underwent clinical pelvic MR examination at 1.5 T. The MR images from each patient were compared side by side, blindly and independently, by two radiologists experienced in MR imaging who used a standardized score sheet for anatomic and pathologic findings. The FSE sequences were rated superior significantly more often than the CSE sequences in most categories of findings (P less than .05), including overall image quality and reduction of motion artifact. The examination time for the FSE sequences was 1 minute 46 seconds versus an examination time of 9 minutes 14 seconds for the CSE sequences. (Both CSE and FSE sequences provided 18 sections.) It is concluded that the FSE sequence provides T2-weighted anatomic and pathologic information superior to that provided by the CSE sequence and requires substantially less imaging time.